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ABSTRACT
This paper synthesises geological and biological data to develop an evolutionary history for the
Taieri River that currently follows a circuitous 200 km course as one of the main drainages in
Otago. The ancestral Taieri River drained only coastal hills initiated in the Miocene, and much
of what is now the upper Taieri catchment flowed into the ancestral Clutha River. Major river
reorientation events occurred in the upper half of the catchment because of rise of
antiformal fold mountains in the Pleistocene, forming a new divide between the Taieri and
Clutha catchments. Coeval incision of a gorge through a volcanic rock barrier connected the
upper catchment to the lower Taieri River. The sparse Pleistocene sedimentary record
documents these drainage changes via contrasting distribution of distinctive clasts derived
from greywacke mountains on the northern edge of the Otago Schist belt. These major
capture events are also supported by distributions and genetic divergences of freshwater
galaxiid fish species. Erosion during Pleistocene rise of the antiformal mountains caused
recycling of placer gold into Clutha tributaries before the Taieri River evolved to its present
geometry, thereby limiting the placer gold content of the modern Taieri catchment.
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Introduction

River drainage reorientation and river capture events
are common features of active mountain belts and
their associated foothills (Brookfield 1998; Mather
2000; Maher et al. 2007; Anton et al. 2014). These
events can fundamentally change the direction of
transport of sediments derived from the mountains,
and are responsible for significant changes in sediment
volumes, sedimentation rates and clast petrography in
ancient sedimentary sequences (Mather 2000; Maher
et al. 2007; Anton et al. 2014). On a more local scale,
drainage reorientation events can expand or contract
the catchment areas of river basins, leading to
enhanced or diminished stream power and sediment
load over time (Mather 2000; Maher et al. 2007).
From an economic perspective, changes in river drai-
nage geometry can affect the locations and concen-
tration efficiencies of concentrations of placer
minerals such as diamonds, gold and cassiterite (Coen-
raads 1990; De Wit 1999; Jacob et al. 1999; Garnett &
Bassett 2005). Despite the significance of such events
for understanding river systems and their downstream
sedimentary characteristics, definition and documen-
tation of river drainage reorientation events is difficult
because of the ephemeral nature of much of the poten-
tial evidence such as abandoned paleochannels and
associated fluvial deposits (Bishop 1995; Brookfield
1998; Anton et al. 2014). In this paper, we present evi-
dence for a set of river capture events that were largely
driven by tectonic processes. These events resulted in

regional-scale changes in river drainage geometry
that affected fluvial transport and sedimentation,
including the distribution of placer gold deposits,
during the Miocene–late Pleistocene in southern New
Zealand. We contrast the processes and results of
these drainage reorientation events that occurred in ris-
ing foothills, to the coeval evolution of an adjacent
catchment that drains the main mountain chain of an
active collisional orogen.

The Otago Schist belt in southern New Zealand is
drained by two principal rivers, the Clutha and the
Taieri, both of which are more than 200 km long
(Figure 1). Both rivers cross actively deforming land-
scape that has been evolving with the rivers since the
Miocene (Figure 1; Jackson et al. 1996; Craw et al.
2012). The Clutha River flows almost directly south-
eastwards across the schist belt, from the high Southern
Alps in the northwest to the Pacific Ocean in the south-
east (Figure 1). The Clutha catchment area has pro-
gressively evolved through the Pliocene and
Pleistocene to form the largest river in New Zealand
(Figure 1; Craw et al. 2012). In contrast, the Taieri
River follows a relatively circuitous course through
East and Central Otago from its headwaters in rolling
uplands only c. 50 km from the east coast (Figure 1).
The first half of the Taieri River’s course almost
describes a complete circle, with the middle reaches
only c. 30 km from the headwaters (Figure 1). Clearly,
the interactions between geology and tectonics that
have led to the current course of the Taieri River
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have been markedly different from those of the Clutha
River. In this paper, we compile and synthesise existing
and new data to define these differences in geological
controls and processes on fluvial evolution between
the Taieri and Clutha Rivers. This paper complements
a similar synthesis developed previously for the Clutha
River (Craw et al. 2012).

In this paper we compile evidence from a wide range
of remnant geological features in the Taieri catchment
to infer probable capture events that may explain the
circuitous course of the river. In addition, we compile
evidence from genetics of freshwater-limited fish
within the Taieri River and its adjacent catchments,
and use these data to augment the geological evidence
for river capture events. The combined, and broadly
independent, biological and geological data we present
provide more robust evidence for the key river capture
events than results from each discipline could on its
own. In addition, river catchment evolution and

drainage reorientation can affect the distribution of
placer gold. The Clutha catchment has been an impor-
tant source of placer gold, whereas the Taieri catch-
ment has yielded relatively little (Williamson 1939;
Williams 1974). In this study, we use our deductions
on the evolution of the Taieri catchment in comparison
to the neighbouring parts of the Clutha catchment to
determine the reason for this large contrast in placer
gold resources.

General setting

The Taieri River catchment is almost entirely underlain
by Mesozoic Otago Schist metasedimentary rocks,
which range in metamorphic grade from pumpel-
lyite–actinolite facies to upper greenschist facies
(Figure 2; Mortimer 1993; Turnbull 2000; Forsyth
2001). This schist basement is predominantly derived
from Torlesse Terrane quartzofeldspathic precursors,

Figure 1. Location map and relief shaded image showing the principal topographic and tectonic features of the Taieri River catch-
ment and adjacent Clutha catchment. Principal placer gold mines are indicated.
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with a minor component of more volcanogenic schists
derived from Caples Terrane in the southwestern por-
tion of the catchment (Figure 2; Mortimer 1993). The
far northern portion of the Taieri catchment drains
Torlesse Terrane prehnite–pumpellite facies metasedi-
mentary protoliths that are largely uncleaved and are
dominated by greywacke with minor argillite. Cleavage
or foliation in greywacke increases in intensity in a
broad transition zone into the pumpellyite–actinolite
facies rocks immediately to the southwest (Figure 2;
Bishop 1972; Forsyth 2001), and these metamorphic
features provide useful means for discriminating pro-
venances of eroded clasts.

The schist belt was exhumed in the late Mesozoic
and a series of sedimentary deposits, mostly non-mar-
ine, began to accumulate on the uplifted basement
during subsequent tectonic evolution. The resultant
sedimentary stratigraphy is different to the east and
west of the Maniototo Basin in the Taieri catchment,
as compared in Figure 3A. Cretaceous deposition of
immature non-marine conglomerates occurred adja-
cent to active fault zones (Bishop & Laird 1976; Craw
2010). These localised conglomerates are principally
represented in the Taieri catchment by the grey-
wacke-dominated Kyeburn Formation in the Manio-
toto Basin (Figure 3A; Bishop & Laird 1976; Forsyth
2001; Craw 2010). Many parts of the schist basement
are immediately overlain by remnants of non-marine
quartz-rich fluvial sediments, which include the Taratu
Formation near the east coast and the Hogburn For-
mation further inland (Figure 3A, B; Youngson et al.

1998; Forsyth 2001). The base of the Hogburn For-
mation is locally auriferous, with placer gold concen-
trated at and near the underlying basement
unconformity (Figure 3A, C). Marine transgression
over Otago in the early–middle Cenozoic caused exten-
sive regional basement planation (Landis et al. 2008)
and deposition of a thin veneer of marine sediment
at least as far inland as the Maniototo Basin (Figure
3A; Forsyth 2001). The basement began to re-emerge
in the late Oligocene and early Miocene, with tectonic
uplift accompanied by alkaline volcanism as far inland
as the Maniototo Basin (Figure 3A; Coombs et al. 1986;
Hoernle et al. 2006; Fox et al. 2015). Some deposits of
schist-derived fluvial debris accompanied the latter
stages of volcanism and basement uplift in eastern
Otago, including the eastern margin of the Maniototo
Basin (Figure 3A; Youngson & Craw 1996; Youngson
et al. 1998).

To the west of the Maniototo Basin, the basement is
immediately overlain in many places by remnants of
what were regionally extensive Miocene fluvio-lacus-
trine sediments of the Manuherikia Group (Figure
3A; Douglas 1986). The upper portions of the lacus-
trine sediments grade upwards into Pliocene immature
conglomerates derived from rising greywacke-domi-
nated ranges to the north (Douglas 1986; Youngson
et al. 1998; Craw et al. 2012). However, this gradation
is generally truncated by an unconformity in the Taieri
catchment as a result of uplift and erosion of basement
and overlying sediments (Figure 3A; Youngson et al.
1998; Forsyth 2001). Pleistocene and Holocene fluvial
sediments unconformably overlie the Pliocene and
older sediments and locally directly overlie schist base-
ment over much of the Taieri catchment (Figure 3A;
Youngson et al. 1998; Forsyth 2001). Placer gold has
been concentrated at several unconformities through
this uplift and erosional history (Figure 3A, B).

The Taieri catchment has a cool temperate climate,
with annual precipitation ranging from c. 800–1000
mm near the coast to <600 mm in some inland areas.
Frequent strong winds result in high evaporation
rates, and saline evaporite deposits occur locally
(Craw & Beckett 2004). Erosion rates are low, so that
much of the topography is constructional via differen-
tial tectonic uplift rather than erosional in origin
(Koons 1995). The lower Taieri River (Outram gauging
site on north Taieri Plain, Figure 1) has a median dis-
charge of c. 15 m3 s−1, with 100-year flood discharges
>200 m3 s−1.

Approach and methods

This study synthesises data and results from a wide var-
iety of previous work on tectonics, structure, stratigra-
phy, geomorphology, geochronology and freshwater
fish phylogeography, as documented in references
cited. Geological data compilations by Turnbull

Figure 2. Basement metamorphic map of the Taieri catchment
and adjacent areas. The Cretaceous Hyde–Macraes Shear Zone
is a world-class orogenic gold resource. Grey transparent zones
are Cretaceous–Cenozoic cover in inland basins.
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(2000) and Forsyth (2001) provide a stratigraphic and
structural context on which to build our synthesis.
Genetic data on freshwater fish speciation directly rel-
evant to the Taieri catchment have recently been pub-
lished as a separate study by Waters et al. (2015a). The
latter study contained only a limited and generalised
geological component focused on one particular river
capture event. The present paper provides more
specific stratigraphic, petrographic and geomorpholo-
gical data and observations to augment that primarily
biological study. In addition, we present new geomor-
phological and biological observations and data on
another relatively recent river capture event. These
river capture events are placed within a more regional
context of the overall evolution of the Taieri River
catchment, particularly for the common drainage
divide with the Clutha River catchment, where this
paper is integrated with that of Craw et al. (2012).

Documentation of a river drainage reorientation
event involves three components: (a) evidence that
there has been such an event; (b) identification of an
abandoned river channel that became a new drainage
divide; and (c) identification of a point of capture of
one river by another. In this study, we use gravel

clast compositions and/or freshwater fish species distri-
butions and genetics to address component (a) and
geomorphological observations, augmented by fish
species distributions, to address components (b) and
(c). The key river drainage reorientation events rel-
evant to this study are summarised in Table 1 which
is in similar format to, and partly overlaps with, a com-
parable table in Craw et al. (2012).

Proportions of schist and greywacke in river sedi-
ments were determined by counting cobbles (c. 20–
100 mm across) in photographs of 1 m2 parts of out-
crops or gravel bars. The ‘greywacke’ component
includes some cobbles with weak foliation from low-
est-grade margin of the schist belt (Figure 2), but the
examined sites generally allowed clear distinctions
between equant greywacke and tabular foliated schist
cobbles. Between 120 and 150 cobbles were counted
for each photographed area, and results of multiple
counts were averaged for each locality. Scattered volca-
nic cobbles in some Taieri River gravels are readily
recognisable and were ignored in these counts to main-
tain comparability of all sites.

Freshwater Galaxias samples were obtained from
throughout the Taieri and adjacent river catchments

Figure 3. Stratigraphy of the Maniototo Basin area of the Taieri River catchment, which is representative of East Otago as a whole.
A, Stratigraphic columns that contrast stratigraphy in the lower Taieri catchment (Eastern side) from inland Otago (Western side). B,
Greywacke-dominated gravel with recycled quartz clasts in Pliocene Wedderburn Formation at a placer gold mine near Naseby
(Figure 1). C, Eocene quartz gravels from basal Hogburn Formation at a placer gold mine on northern Rock and Pillar Range (Figure
1).
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using electrofishing apparatus and stop nets, as
described by Waters et al. (2015a). These samples
were sequenced for mtDNA cytochrome b and con-
trol-region fragments as described by Waters et al.
(2001). Phylogenetic and phylogeographic method-
ologies for DNA analysis and molecular dating are out-
lined by Craw et al. (2008), Waters et al. (2010) and
Burridge et al. (2012). Phylogenetic trees were con-
structed using PAUP (Swofford 2003) using a variety
of approaches (maximum parsimony, maximum likeli-
hood) and Bayesian time-tree analyses were performed
using BEAST (Drummond & Rambaut 2007). Uncor-
rected genetic divergence values were calculated using
PAUP, and approximate clade-divergence times were
estimated using the calibration curve of Craw et al.
(2008). These mtDNA phylogeographic analyses were
augmented with additional distributional data from
the NZ Freshwater Fish database, records typically con-
firmed with the aid of DNA barcoding data (Waters
et al. 2015b), data generated at the request of the NZ
Department of Conservation.

Geology of the Taieri River

Tectonic uplift of schist basement

The whole Taieri catchment is undergoing active defor-
mation associated with regional convergent tectonics,
and this deformation is dominated by folding of the
flat-lying schist foliation into broad antiforms and syn-
forms on the 20 km wavelength scale (Figure 1; Jackson
et al. 1996; Bennett et al. 2005). Folding has been
accompanied by minor fault deformation, particularly
on steepened fold limbs (Jackson et al. 1996; Forsyth
2001; Bennett et al. 2005). Fold and fault deformation
began in the lower Taieri catchment in the Miocene,
with initiation of the Taieri Plain and rise of the
adjacent ridges (Figure 1; Youngson & Craw 1996;
Litchfield 2001). However, basement folding and
associated differential uplift were primarily Pleisto-
cene–Holocene processes for much of the catchment,
and uplift has been further enhanced by active faults

on range margins (Forsyth 2001; Litchfield 2001; Ben-
nett et al. 2005).

The headwaters of the Taieri River are controlled by
three intersecting Pleistocene antiforms that form the
Rock and Pillar Range, the Lammermoor Range and
South Rough Ridge (Figure 1). Uplift of the antiformal
Lammermoor Range has been augmented by a set of
reverse faults parallel to the Clutha River immediately
to the southwest (Turnbull 2000). The Taieri River
initially flows northeast from headwaters in the folded
ranges, down an intervening synform in the Upper
Taieri Basin to the synformal Maniototo Basin, before
rounding the end of the Rock and Pillar Range and
flowing down the synformal Strath Taieri Basin (Figure
1). The western side of the Maniototo Basin is defined
by a complex set of impinging antiforms that includes
South Rough Ridge, North Rough Ridge and associated
minor fold and faulted structures (Jackson et al. 1996;
Forsyth 2001; Bennett et al. 2005; Craw et al. 2007).
The Rough Ridge complex fold zone and Lammermoor
Range antiform define much of the drainage divide
between the Taieri and Clutha catchments (Figure 1).

Topographic profile

The Taieri River has a complex topographic profile that
reflects the river’s interaction with the underlying base-
ment structure (Figures 1, 4A). The profile depicted in
Figure 4A has strong vertical exaggeration to empha-
sise this complexity from the divide with the Clutha
River on the Lammermoor Range to the sea. The true
head of the river (Figure 1) is at similar altitude but
has slightly lower gradient than depicted in Figure
4A. The structurally controlled basins that channel
the river for much of its length are separated by schist
basement gorges in which the river profile steepens
markedly (Figure 4A). The Taieri River profile is gen-
erally steeper and has more pronounced inflections
than the neighbouring Clutha River profile (Figure
4A, B), although the Clutha River steepens markedly
in the glaciated headwaters beyond the limit of Figure
4B.

Table 1. Summary of principal river capture and drainage reorientation events during Pleistocene evolution of the Taieri River
catchment in Otago, New Zealand.
River system Abandoned gap Capture point Time Process Evidence References

Shag R; Figure 8A. Swin Burn head,
low saddle

Upper Shag R
tributary

14–24 ka BP Uplift + headward
erosion

River terraces;
G. depressiceps

This study

Upper and Lower
Ida Burn; Figs. 1,
9A.

Maniototo Basin
(Wether Burn)

Gorge through North
Rough Ridge

c. 60 ka BP Antiform uplift G. anomalus; river
deviation geometry

Craw et al. (2007);
this study

Upper Taieri R;
Figure 9A.

North and South
Rough Ridge

Middle Kye Burn,
Maniototo Basin

c. 500 ka Antiform range
impingement

G. depressiceps and G.
‘species D’.

Craw et al. (2007);
this study

Upper Taieri R;
Figures 5A–C,
9A.

Lammermoor
Range

Hyde–Strath Taieri 300–600 ka Antiform range
impingement

G. depressiceps and
G. teviot; gravel
provenances

Waters et al.
(2015a); this study

Pool Burn–Ida
Burn; Figure 1.

Upper Poolburn Pool Burn gorge
through Raggedy
Range

Middle
Pleistocene

Antiform range
uplift

Wind gaps, stream
geometry

Jackson et al.
(1996); Craw et al.
(2012)
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The Upper Taieri Basin is a synform in which the
river meanders widely as it is confined by an uplifting
sill of schist (Figure 4A). The depth of this basin and
the nature of the fill is unknown, although the surface
fill sediments are predominantly fine-grained swamp
deposits with coarse immature alluvial fans near valley
walls. The shallow Maniototo Basin synform is floored
by Cenozoic sediments resting on schist basement,
with a thin veneer of Pleistocene and Holocene fluvial
deposits and an array of alluvial fans extending from
valley walls (Figures 3A, 4A; Forsyth 2001). These sedi-
mentary deposits have been trapped in the basin by the
presence of a rock barrier through which the river has
cut a deep gorge between Maniototo Basin and Hyde
(Figures 1, 4A). This gorge is now predominantly schist
basement, but parts of the walls of the gorge are Mio-
cene alkali basalt flows and plugs (Coombs et al.
1986; Forsyth 2001) that have been resistant to erosion
and contribute to the steep slopes.

The Strath Taieri Basin is a schist-floored synform
with basement rocks exposed close to the surface
throughout, few remnants of Cenozoic sediments and
a thin veneer of late Pleistocene–Holocene gravel. Allu-
vial fans extend from valley walls and dominate parts of
the basin. The Taieri Plain is floored by Cenozoic
deposits that are mainly below sea level, and the surface
sediments consist of up to 150 m of late Pleistocene–
Holocene fluvial gravels and sands (Litchfield et al.
2002). Erosion by the river to make the gorge between

the Strath Taieri Basin and Taieri Plain has been partly
controlled by a set of Cretaceous fault zones, some of
which host orogenic gold deposits (MacKenzie et al.
2006). Rise of the Barewood Plateau, which hosts
these structures, was initiated in the Miocene as part
of general East Otago uplift (Youngson & Craw 1996;
Hoernle et al. 2006); that broad-scale uplift of the pla-
teau may be continuing in the hanging wall of active
faults that flank the Taieri Plain (Litchfield 2001).

Holocene river gravels

Gravel deposits are rare and of small volume in the
active bed in the upper reaches of the Taieri River.
Deposits that are present are all schist-derived, mostly
as distal parts of alluvial fans that extend from the adja-
cent ranges. Likewise, rare Pleistocene gravel deposits
that are preserved locally above the river and its
upper tributaries (Figure 5A; Table 2) consist of sub-
angular and sub-rounded schist clasts. Detrital schist
is the only component of sediments in the river and
in flanking alluvial fans from the Taieri River source
to the confluence with the Kye Burn in the Maniototo
Basin (Figure 5A; Table 2).

In contrast, the major tributary Kye Burn transports
abundant sediment from the mountains at the north-
ern edge of the Taieri catchment and these mountains
are underlain by low-grade metasediments (Figure 2).
The most abundant rock type in streams draining

Figure 4. River profiles and principal tectonically controlled topographic features along the river courses for A, the Taieri River and
B, the Clutha River downstream of Lake Wanaka (Figure 1). Vertical scale is exaggerated to more clearly contrast the two river pro-
files. Brown deposits are Pleistocene–Holocene gravels.
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these source areas and feeding the Kye Burn is grey-
wacke, which is relatively resistant to comminution
during sedimentary transport (McDonnell & Craw
2003). In this context, we define ‘greywacke’ as lithified
sandstone with little or no cleavage or foliation, so that
it forms rounded clasts during fluvial transport, and
does not readily fracture along the metamorphic fabric.
This type of greywacke occurs mainly in prehnite–

pumpellyite facies basement, and also in the less foli-
ated parts of the pumpellyite–actinolite facies (typically
Textural Zone 2A of Bishop 1972) as indicated in
Figure 5A (Forsyth 2001). Argillite that is interlayered
with greywacke is typically more fissile than greywacke
and readily breaks into fine fragments, although some
siliceous argillite beds can produce rounded clasts.
For simplicity, we also include rare clasts of lithified
Mesozoic conglomerate in our definition of ‘grey-
wacke’, as these rocks also form resistant rounded
clasts in rivers. A prominent and well-documented
conglomerate bed occurs interlayered with greywacke
and argillite near Mount Kyeburn (Figure 5A, B;
Bishop 1972; Norris & Bishop 1990; Forsyth 2001).

Downstream of the Kye Burn confluence, greywacke
is the predominant clast type in active Taieri River
gravels through to the south end of the Strath Taieri
Basin. Despite the presence of schist basement at or
near river level, and some schist-bearing alluvial fans
crossing the basin to the river, schist typically forms
less than 40% of the gravel clasts in the active river
(Figure 5A; Table 2). Schist debris becomes more com-
mon in the schist gorge cut through the Barewood Pla-
teau, but greywacke still makes up c. 30% of gravel
clasts where the river emerges onto the Taieri Plain
(Figure 4A). Beyond this point, gravel becomes rare
and the river sediment is dominated by sand with
both schist and greywacke components. Miocene basalt
clasts also make up a minor (<3%) and irregular pro-
portion of active Taieri River gravels downstream of
the Kye Burn confluence.

Paleochannel gravels

Deposits of older Taieri River gravel, preserved above
present river level, are rare in the river course as a
whole, and are particularly rare downstream of the
Kye Burn confluence. The only two well-preserved
examples of older gravels in the Strath Taieri Basin
occur at the entrance to the gorge through the Bare-
wood Plateau at the southern end of the basin (Figures
5A, 6A). These gravels consist of rounded, sub-
rounded and sub-angular schist clasts and quartz-rich
schist vein clasts. The latter clasts were derived from
greenschist facies schist in which coarse (1–10 cm)

Figure 5. Gravel compositions in the upper and middle Taieri
catchment. A, Sample points for pebble counting, with pie
graphs indicating proportions of greywacke and schist cobbles.
Basement is schist (no fill) or greywacke (blue). Locations of
remnants of Miocene basalts are indicated in red. B, A base-
ment conglomerate clast in the modern Kye Burn, derived
from Mt Kyeburn. C, Pebble from a schist-dominated Pleisto-
cene paleochannel near Lake Onslow, now in the Clutha
catchment.

Table 2 Gravel clast counting data for sites indicated in Figure 5A.
Location NZTM E NZTM N Setting Greywacke Schist (%) Std dev (%)

Lake Onslow 1336763 4955175 Pleistocene paleochannel 3 pebblesa 100b

Deep Creek 1340625 4960920 Pleistocene paleochannel 0% 100b

Patearoa 1363277 4979720 Late Pleistocene terrace 0% 100
Kyeburn 1384729 4996691 Active river bar 100% 0
Kokonga 1384051 4991098 Active river bar 65% 35 1
Tiroiti 1385970 4984653 Active river bar 63% 37 2
Middlemarch 1376808 4957007 Active river bar 61% 39 2
Sutton 1376204 4948989 Active river bar 72% 28 5
Mt Ross 1378087 4945337 Pleistocene paleochannel 0% 100b

aExotic pebbles (see text), includes conglomerate clast in Figure 5C.
bIncludes recycled schist-derived quartz clasts.
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metamorphic veins occurred, similar to that now
exposed in the nearby basement. The age of these grav-
els is not known, but deposits are moderately lithified
and cemented with clay minerals, and some of the
schist clasts have been partially decomposed to clay
by groundwater alteration (cf. Chamberlain et al.
1999). On the basis of the elevated level of occurrence
above the river and the degree of alteration and lithifi-
cation, an early–middle Pleistocene age can be inferred
(Forsyth 2001). It is notable that these elevated gravel
deposits lack greywacke clasts, in strong contrast to
the active river nearby (Figure 6A–C; Table 2).

River reorientation in the Maniototo Basin

Upper Taieri River

Clasts in uplifted gravel remnants of the Pliocene con-
glomerates of the Maniototo Basin near Naseby (Figure
1) are predominantly greywacke (Figure 3C), and paleo-
current directions suggest that these were deposited by
rivers flowing south or southwest (Youngson et al.
1998). Greywacke clasts from these gravels have been
recycled into younger rivers, and more greywacke-
dominated debris has been derived from the northern
mountains as they have been uplifted along the Wai-
hemo–Hawkdun Fault Zone (Figure 5A). Detrital grey-
wacke has therefore been transported southwards in the
Maniototo Basin during Pliocene through to the Holo-
cene. The absence of greywacke clasts in the Pleistocene
gravels of the Strath Taieri Basin (Figure 6A, B) implies
that rivers of theManiototo Basin were not draining into
the Strath Taieri Basin until relatively recently. The fold
ranges that form the present headwaters of the upper
Taieri River (Figure 1) are Pleistocene features, so pre-
uplift drainage of the Maniototo Basin towards the

Clutha catchment to the south appears highly likely
(Waters et al. 2015a).

The presence of greywacke clasts in the vicinity of
what is now a drainage divide between the upper Taieri
River and the Clutha catchment would provide evi-
dence for this pre-existing southwards river flow.
Extensive searching for this evidence in the Taieri
catchment has proved fruitless. However, a small
deposit of Pleistocene gravel in a remnant paleochan-
nel in the headwaters of the Teviot River near Lake
Onslow (Figure 5A; Turnbull 2000) provides some
support for this hypothesis. The paleochannel is
c. 500 m wide and up to 1 km long and has been exten-
sively worked for placer gold historically, leaving some
exposures up to 4 m high. This deposit is dominated by
rounded and angular quartz clasts and sub-rounded to
sub-angular greenschist facies schist clasts that are
probably locally derived. However, the deposit also
contains rare exotic clasts that indicate derivation
from the northern side of the Otago Schist belt (Figure
2) and may have been recycled from an earlier river
that flowed southwards.

The most significant clast discovered in the Pleisto-
cene deposit in the Teviot River headwaters is a
rounded conglomerate pebble (Figure 5C). The con-
glomerate is made up of quartz-rich debris, including
granitoid and metasedimentary material (Figure 7A–
C). Primary feldspars have been altered to albite, with
abundant fine-grained pumpellyite (Figure 7A, B).
Minor prehnite occurs as veinlets and as an alteration
mineral along some feldspar cleavages (Figure 7C). A
weak spaced metamorphic cleavage has developed in
some parts of the conglomerate matrix, and this
cleavage bends around some of the apparently more
competent clasts such as granitoids (Figure 7A). The
high quartz content of the conglomerate suggests deri-
vation from the Torlesse Terrane, and precludes

Figure 6. Taieri River channels at the upstream end of the Barewood Plateau (Figure 1). A, Cross-section (×20 vertical exaggeration)
across the Taieri River gorge and Pleistocene paleochannels on the uplifted flanks. B, Gravel bar in the active Taieri River bed, with
>60% rounded greywacke cobbles. C, Outcrop of a Pleistocene paleochannel exposed in an historic gold mine, showing quartz-rich
schist clasts but no greywacke clasts.
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derivation from the more lithic and volcanogenic
Caples Terrane (Mackinnon 1983). The metamorphic
minerals and texture suggest derivation from near to
the transition between prehnite–pumpellyite facies
and pumpellyite–actinolite facies (Bishop 1972). This
conglomerate closely resembles conglomerate at
Mount Kyeburn, which has similar metamorphic
grade and textural reconstitution in the Torlesse Ter-
rane (Figures 2, 5A, B; Bishop 1972; Norris & Bishop
1990).

In addition to the above conglomerate pebble, other
exotic detritus in the Teviot River Pleistocene paleo-
channel deposit includes a clast of fine-grained unfo-
liated siliceous argillite and a clast of unfoliated
tourmaline-rich quartz vein material. The latter clast
contains two generations of tourmaline: an earlier gen-
eration with brown pleochroism and an overgrowth
generation with blue pleochroism. This type of material
is found near the transition between pumpellyite–acti-
nolite facies and greenschist facies in the Torlesse

Figure 7. Photomicrographs of the interior of the conglomerate pebble from near Lake Onslow (Figure 5C). A, Transmitted light
view, showing quartz (Q) rich and granitoid clasts and incipient cleavage. Dusty albite (A) has fine grained pumpellyite. B, Interior of
an albitised feldspar clast (crossed polars), as outlined in white dashed line. Prehnite, with upper first- and lower second-order inter-
ference colours, occurs along cleavages. C, Transmitted light view of fine-grained pumpellyite (Pu) crystals in albite (A).
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Terrane (Pringle 1980). Both these pebbles were
derived from the northern side of the Otago Schist
belt (Figure 2) and, like the conglomerate pebble,
may have been deposited by a south-flowing river
from the Maniototo Basin.

Shag River

Erosion of softer rocks along the Waihemo–Hawkdun
Fault Zone at the base of the Kakanui Range has
resulted in streams oriented parallel to the fault
zone, including the upper reaches of the Swin Burn
(Figures 5A, 8A). The headwaters of the neighbouring

Shag River have similar geometry, and a low divide
currently separates these catchments (Figure 8A–C).
Elevated gravel terraces in the Shag River headwaters
attest to late Pleistocene aggradation and higher river
levels (Forsyth 2001), and the highest of these is higher
than the present drainage divide level to the Swin Burn
(Figure 8A–C). Further, the drainage divide is partly
underlain by several metres of landslide debris and col-
luvium. Hence, the tributaries to what is now the Shag
River headwaters must have flowed over what is now
the drainage divide to the Swin Burn in the late
Pleistocene. Headwards erosion from the deeply
incised Shag River main stem has apparently captured
the Swin Burn headwaters at the Waihemo–Hawkdun
Fault Zone, creating a prominent elbow of capture
(Figure 8A). The timing of this capture event is poorly
constrained geologically, but Forsyth (2001) suggests
that the terraces in Figure 8B formed at c. 24–14 ka
based on regional correlation.

Ida Burn

The Ida Burn headwaters are on the slopes of the
Hawkdun Range at the head of the Maniototo Basin
(Figure 1). The river now makes a sharp bend to the
northwest in the Maniototo Basin, and has cut a
gorge through North Rough Ridge into the next synfor-
mal basin to the west (Figures 1, 5A). This sharp bend
has been driven by tectonic uplift on the northeastern
flanks of the Rough Ridge fold complex, partly facili-
tated by associated active fault motion that has caused
vertical offsets of late Pleistocene alluvial fans (Forsyth
2001; Craw et al. 2007). This diversion of the Ida Burn
away from its drainage into the main part of the Man-
iototo Basin, westwards into the Clutha River catch-
ment, occurred c. 60 ka and the gorge through the
schist basement of North Rough Ridge has been sub-
sequently carved as the range continued to rise (Craw
et al. 2007).

Freshwater fish evolution

Documentation of freshwater fish species diversity,
their distribution and their genetic differences provide
useful information relevant to river catchment evol-
ution (Waters et al. 2001; Burridge et al. 2007; Craw
et al. 2008; Waters et al. 2015a). River capture events
in particular can be quantified by documentation of
genetic divergence of fish populations subsequent to
the separation of the stream reaches they inhabit
(Waters et al. 2001; Burridge et al. 2007; Craw et al.
2008; Waters et al. 2015a). The Taieri River hosts sev-
eral species of freshwater fish (Figure 9A) and the bio-
geography of these species, combined with inter-
drainage genetic comparisons within and among
these species, have been used to augment geological
observations to confirm and elucidate some stages of

Figure 8. Point of capture of the upper reaches of the Swin
Burn (Taieri catchment; Figure 5A) by the deeply incised
Shag River. A, Map showing the principal topographic and geo-
logical features. B, Photograph of Shag River headwaters look-
ing southeast from point indicated in A showing Pleistocene
terraces, the higher of which reflects deposition by a river
that flowed through the present drainage divide to the Swin
Burn. C, Topographic cross-section through the view in B and
further northwest into the Swin Burn, showing the pre-capture
stream profile (dashed).
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evolution of the Taieri River catchment. These native
fish no longer occupy the main stems of the rivers
because of predation by introduced trout, but popu-
lations have persisted in many tributaries.

The most informative biological data for elucidating
Taieri River evolution is the sister-relationship between

Galaxias depressiceps and G. ‘teviot’. The latter species,
which has not yet been formally described, occurs in
the headwaters of the Teviot River that drains to the
Clutha catchment (Figures 5A, 9A). There is a close
phylogenetic relationship between G. depressiceps and
G. ‘teviot’, reflecting their shared common ancestry

Figure 9. A, Oblique topographic image (looking southwest; ×2 vertical exaggeration) of the upper Taieri catchment, with Clutha
River in background. Principal Pleistocene antiformal ranges that have caused drainage reversal in the upper Taieri River are indi-
cated. Relative distrubutions of freshwater galaxiid fish species are indicated, along with the paleodrainages (dashed blue lines) that
originally hosted the ancestors of these fish. B, Summary evolutionary trees for freshwater fish in the Taieri and adjacent catch-
ments. C, Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic tree of Galaxias depressiceps mtDNA (control region and cytochrome b) sequences,
showing minor but consistent genetic differentiation between Taieri River and Shag River populations, compared to the major
difference between this species and G. ‘teviot’.
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from the middle Pleistocene when rivers drained south
through the Maniototo Basin to the Clutha catchment
(Figure 9A–C; Waters et al. 2015a). There has been
c. 2.7% divergence of mitochondrial DNA since these
populations became isolated from each other (Waters
et al. 2015a). Under a galaxiid fish mtDNA molecular
clock calibration, this genetic divergence implies that
the ancestral population of these species became subdi-
vided c. 300 ka (Craw et al. 2008; Waters et al. 2015a).
However, this age is a minimum estimate for Kye
Burn-Teviot drainage separation, as there may have
been some continued genetic exchange over a swampy
divide as the Lammermoor Range rose across the path

of their southward-flowing host river (Figure 9A;
Waters et al. 2015a).

Recent capture of a Taieri tributary by the Shag is
supported by the close phylogenetic relationship
between Taieri and Shag River G. depressiceps
mtDNA clades. Specifically, Shag and Taieri popu-
lations of this species show consistent but low sequence
divergences (minimum 0.27%) for both control region
and cytochrome b mtDNA sequence (Figure 9B, C).
The sister relationship between these clades confirms
their recent common ancestry, probably <20 ka based
on the molecular clock calibration of Craw et al.
(2008), and similar to the geological estimate (24–14

Figure 10. Paleogeographic evolution of East and Central Otago inferred from regional stratigraphy (Douglas 1986; Youngson et al.
1998; Hoernle et al. 2006; Craw et al. 2012), with inferred placer gold transport directions in Pliocene and Pleistocene. A, Miocene
paleogeography dominated by low relief in central Otago and volcano-related uplift near the coast. B, Pliocene paleogeography,
showing the past and present distributions of greywacke-derived sediments. C, Middle Pleistocene paleogeography, showing the
initial uplift of antiformal ranges in Central Otago immediately before the capture of the ancestral Kye Burn by the Taieri catchment.
D, Present Taieri catchment with distributions of key fish species that indicate the main Pleistocene river drainage reorientations
(Figure 9A). Drainage reversal occurred at the divide between Taieri and Teviot Rivers, and capture of the Maniototo Basin occurred
in or upstream of the Strath Taieri Basin (yellow ellipses).
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ka; Forsyth 2001). There has been more genetic diver-
gence among different G. depressiceps populations
within the Taieri catchment than there has been in
the Shag River since G. depressiceps became isolated
there, and this probably reflects within-catchment
variability that is characteristic of incised river catch-
ments with well-defined gorges (Waters et al. 2015b).
The relatively low genetic diversity detected in the
Shag River population (Figure 9C) is also consistent
with this suggested recent origin via capture of a Taieri
tributary.

The fish genetic data clearly distinguish between the
young Shag River capture event and the much older
Lammermoor Range uplift and reversal of what is
now the upper Taieri River, with an order of magnitude
difference in genetic divergences and inferred timing of
these events (Figure 9A–C). Shallow mtDNA diver-
gences also distinguish G. anomalus sister-populations
across the Taieri–Manuherikia divide, supporting
recent Ida Burn capture (from Taieri to Manuherikia;
c. 60 ka; Craw et al. 2007). In contrast, the relatively
deep interspecific genetic divergence between Taieri
G. depressiceps and G. ‘sp D’ suggests a much older
fragmentation event, likely corresponding to the uplift
of Rough Ridge which separated these catchments
during the mid-Pleistocene (Craw et al. 2007; Burridge
et al. 2012). Overall, this combination of genetic and
geological history provides a form of reciprocal illumi-
nation of both disciplines in the context of the evol-
ution of the Taieri catchment.

Discussion

Capture of the Upper Taieri River

Fish genetic data provide the best estimate, albeit a
minimum, of timing of closure of southwards drainage
from Maniototo Basin to the Clutha catchment (Figure
9B). This middle–late Pleistocene drainage closure
event must have diverted upper Maniototo Basin
streams towards the Strath Taieri Basin and the lower
Taieri River. At the same time, drainage from the rising
Lammermoor Range reversed and flowed northwards,
to form what is now the upper Taieri valley. These
events resulted in development of the circuitous course
of the Taieri River that is apparent today. Unfortu-
nately, there is no late Pleistocene sedimentary record
of the first arrival of greywacke gravels in the Strath
Taieri Basin. Likewise, there is little evidence for the
original extent of the lower Taieri River or the point
of capture of Maniototo Basin streams that resulted
in the extended river.

Inspection of the Taieri River profile and geology
between the Maniototo and Strath Taieri Basins
suggests that the gorge upstream of Hyde may have
been the point of capture of the Maniototo streams
by the ancestral lower Taieri River (Figure 4A). This

gorge occurs at the edge of the Maniototo Basin and
has been cut steeply through basement schist and vol-
canic rocks (Figures 4A, 5A). In particular, the pres-
ence of what was a substantial wall of hard Miocene
volcanic rocks (Figure 5A) must have been a major
lithological barrier to drainage connection between
Maniototo and Strath Taieri basins. The volcanic
barrier augmented what was a zone of uplifting base-
ment schist, as indicated by Miocene deposits of imma-
ture schist debris (Figure 3A; Youngson et al. 1998).

The current distributions of freshwater fish species
may also record the general position of the capture
point of the Maniototo Basin streams by the lower
Taieri River. The lower Taieri River hosts G. eldoni
and G. pullus, which are both genetically distinct
from G. depressiceps that is widespread in the Manio-
toto Basin (Figure 9A, B). The edge of their respective
ranges in the Taieri River is in the Strath Taieri Basin
(Waters et al. 2015a).

Regional paleogeographic evolution

What is now part of the Taieri catchment in the Manio-
toto Basin was part of the large inland LakeManuherikia
in the middle Miocene (Figure 10A; Douglas 1986). The
lake was partially dammed to the east by the coastal hills
that were uplifted in the Miocene in association with the
alkaline volcanism (Figure 10A; Hoernle et al. 2006). At
that time, the ancestral Clutha and Taieri rivers drained
only coastal relief (Figure 10A). The low-relief lacustrine
environment of Central Otago was disrupted in the Plio-
cene with the rise of greywacke mountains along the
Waihemo–Hawkdun Fault Zone and related structures
(Figures 5A, 10B; Youngson et al. 1998; Craw et al.
2012). The Pliocene Maniototo Conglomerate (Figures
3A, B, 10B) represents one of the most distinctive and
dramatic periods in the geological evolution of Central
Otago. This deposit was formed from debris shed south-
wards from the rising greywacke mountains (Figure 3A,
B). Immature greywacke-rich sediments, mostly gravels,
formed an extensive fluvial plain after filling Lake Man-
uherikia (Figure 10A, B; Douglas 1986; Youngson et al.
1998; Craw et al. 2012). This fluvial plain extended up to
100 km southwards from the rising mountains (Figure
10B; Youngson et al. 1998; McDonnell & Craw 2003).

Uplift of Pleistocene antiformal ranges disrupted the
Maniototo fluvial plain and progressively diverted the
southwards-flowing rivers (Figure 10C; Craw et al.
2012). The Manuherikia River is the most complete
remnant of this fluvial system, albeit now confined to
a broad synformal valley (Figures 1, 10C). Importantly,
the Manuherikia River still transports greywacke-bear-
ing gravel all the way from the rising mountains in the
north to the Clutha River (Figure 10B; McDonnell &
Craw 2003). This gravel includes freshly derived debris
from the greywacke mountains and greywacke clasts
recycled from Pleistocene and Pliocene sediments.
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The Kye Burn currently drains a large part of the
northern Maniototo Basin and carries greywacke gravel,
both fresh and recycled, southwards into the basin
(Figure 5A). This stream, and associated parallel streams,
formed the headwaters of a major river that flowed
through what is now the north-flowing upper Taieri
River, and the Teviot River, to the Clutha River (Figures
4A, 9A, 10B). This ancestral Kye Burn presumably car-
ried greywacke-bearing gravel for its full course (Figure
10B). Subsequent uplift and erosion have removed all
this greywacke debris from what were the lower reaches
of this river, apart from the rare clasts preserved in Pleis-
tocene gravel remnants (Figures 5C, 7A–C). Greywacke
debris is now funnelled through the Strath Taieri Basin
to the lower Taieri River (Figure 5A).

Modern fish distribution data show remarkably little
overlap in ranges of lower Taieri fish species G. eldoni
with the upper Taieri species G. depressiceps (Figure
10D; Waters et al. 2015a). If the geological inference
of the capture point upstream of Hyde is correct
(above), G. depressiceps has apparently expanded its
range southwards since the capture event occurred.
Alternatively, the fish distribution data may suggest
that the capture point was within the ancestral Strath
Taieri Basin, near to the present boundary between
their ranges and significantly further south than the
geologically inferred Hyde capture point (Figure
10D). However, some G. depressiceps occur slightly
downstream of the greywacke-free Pleistocene gravel
locality (Figures 5A, 6A) at the southern end of Strath
Taieri Basin (Figure 10D), so at least some range
expansion has occurred since the river capture event.

The ancestral Ida Burn flowed directly to the Clutha
River (Figures 9A, 10B), but the lower reaches of that
river have been reversed to form the north-flowing
Pool Burn, which now joins the Ida Burn and flows
westwards through a schist gorge to join the Manuher-
ikia River (Figures 1, 10C, D). This drainage reorienta-
tion and capture of the Ida Burn and Pool Burn by the
Manuherikia River is a mirror image of the capture of
the ancestral Kye Burn by the lower Taieri River
(Figures 1, 9A, 10D). Uplift and erosion in the Pool
Burn catchment has now removed all greywacke-bear-
ing gravel, in a manner similar to that in the upper
Taieri River (Figure 10B).

Uplift and impingement of the South and North
Rough Ridge antiforms initially disrupted the upper
course of the Ida Burn and diverted it into the ancestral
Kye Burn catchment (Figures 1, 9A, 10C; Table 1; Craw
et al. 2007). However, further uplift in the northwestern
Maniototo Basin has rediverted the upper Ida Burn
westwards through North Rough Ridge in the late Pleis-
tocene (Table 1; Figures 1, 10D; Craw et al. 2007). This
latter event caused only minor contraction of the Taieri
catchment (Figures 10C, D). Similarly, an even younger
event at the head of the Swin Burn (Figure 8A–C)
caused minor Taieri catchment contraction.

Placer gold redistribution

Sediments resting on the Otago Schist basement host
numerous placer gold deposits which have been
mined sporadically since the gold rush of 1861, and
have yielded more than eight million ounces of gold
(Williams 1974). Nearly all of this gold has been
extracted from placers and paleoplacers in the Clutha
River catchment with sediments ranging in age from
Cretaceous to Holocene (Williams 1974; Braithwaite
1989; Youngson & Craw 1999; Craw 2010), and mining
is ongoing. In contrast, relatively little placer gold has
been extracted from the Taieri River catchment, with
the most persistently mined deposits near Naseby
(Figure 1) attracting the name of the ‘poor man’s’ gold-
field (Williamson 1939). The lack of placer gold in the
Taieri River is a particular surprise since the catchment
hosts part of the world-class orogenic deposits of the
Hyde–Macraes Shear Zone (Figure 2; Mitchell et al.
2006).

Part of the discrepancy in placer gold endowment of
the Taieri River in contrast to that of the Clutha River
may be a result of paucity of gravel accumulations in
the Taieri catchment (Figure 4A, B). Only small rem-
nants of gold-bearing Pleistocene gravels remain in
the Taieri River headwaters (Figure 5A) and there are
few gravel deposits of any age along the course of the
Taieri River; those that are present are small in volume.
The Pleistocene paleochannels at the south end of the
Strath Taieri Basin (Figures 5A, 6A, B) are auriferous,
but these deposits are an exception in a river system
dominated by bedrock (Figure 4A). In contrast to the
Taieri River, the Clutha River has abundant auriferous
Pleistocene and Holocene gravel deposits, albeit mainly
concentrated in local basins along the river course
(Figures 1, 4B). These Clutha gravel deposits have
been a major source of placer gold, with some major
mines operating periodically to modern times (Figure
1; Williams 1974; Braithwaite 1989). The gravels in
the various basins have produced more than 85% of
this gold, with subordinate amounts from the interven-
ing bedrock gorges in small terraces, paleochannels and
the active river bed (Williams 1974). These gold con-
centrations have built up by progressive erosion, rede-
position and recycling of thick sequences of auriferous
gravel within the evolving basins (Williams 1974;
Youngson & Craw 1995). In addition, eroded primary
gold has been continually added to the Clutha fluvial
system from the headwaters of its Kawarau River tribu-
tary (Figure 4B; Youngson & Craw 1999).

The differences in gravel contents of the two catch-
ments can only be a partial explanation for the differ-
ences in placer gold endowments, as the intervening
gorges in the Clutha River yielded substantial amounts
of gold (Williams 1974). Another reason for the differ-
ential placer endowments may relate to available
sources for placer gold, which was extensively recycled
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from paleoplacers (Youngson & Craw 1995). Wide-
spread antiformal uplift and erosion in the Pleistocene
stripped the Pliocene greywacke-bearing gravels, and
their contained gold, from much of Central Otago
and transported that sediment to the Clutha River
(Figure 10B, C). Likewise, the early stages of that Pleis-
tocene erosion also stripped much of the gold-bearing
Eocene and Miocene quartz gravels from the tops and
upper slopes of the rising antiformal ranges into adja-
cent rivers (Figure 10C; Youngson & Craw 1995). The
impingement of Lammermoor and South Rough Ridge
antiforms that caused reversal of what is now the upper
Taieri River was apparently a relatively young event
(c. 600–300 ka; Table 1) compared to the rise of antifor-
mal ranges farther west (c. 1 Ma; Bennett et al. 2006).
Consequently, the resultant recycled gold from the ris-
ing ranges around the developing Maniototo Basin
may have been transported into the Clutha River
before the drainage reversal event, as speculatively
depicted in Figure 10C.

The relative paucity of gold in the Taieri catchment
compared to the Clutha catchment therefore appears to
be a result of a combination of two factors: early
removal of large amounts of gold in paleoplacers to
the Clutha River; and a lack of suitable gravel reposi-
tories for progressive recycling and concentration in
the various basins down the Taieri River. The whole
length of the modern Taieri River broadly resembles
the bedrock gorges of the Clutha River, and is signifi-
cantly steeper than the Clutha River (Figure 4A, B).
Despite the availability of gold eroded from primary
sources such as the Hyde–Macraes Shear Zone and
remnants of paleoplacers, only minor placer gold has
been able to accumulate in the relatively steep bed-
rock-dominated profile of the Taieri catchment. The
rest of the gold was presumably transported to the
sea, or may have been intercepted and buried beneath
the Taieri Plain.

Conclusions

The Taieri River follows a circuitous course in East
Otago, and flows c. 200 km from its source c. 50 km
from the coast. The lower half of the catchment was
initiated in the Miocene in hills that were uplifted tec-
tonically in close association with alkaline volcanism.
The circuitous course of the river has arisen because
of a major river capture event that was driven by Pleis-
tocene tectonic uplift. Almost half the length of the
upper reaches of the river formed a south draining
tributary of the neighbouring Clutha River in the Plio-
cene, and this continued until uplift of Pleistocene anti-
formal fold mountain ranges, augmented by faults,
caused drainage reversal. The reversed river reaches
flow northwards down what is now a synformal valley,
and this drainage was captured by the southward-flow-
ing lower Taieri River. The timing of this drainage

reversal and capture event is not known with precision
but is estimated to be c. 600–300 ka.

Evidence for the drainage reversal and river capture
can be deduced by comparison of clast lithologies in
rare Pleistocene gravel deposits to the modern river
gravel clasts. The ancestral Taieri River, which now
forms the lower reaches of the river, carried schist deb-
ris derived from greenschist facies schists exposed in
the immediately underlying basement and no grey-
wacke clasts. In contrast, the drainage that now
forms the upper reaches of the river carried unfoliated
greywacke clasts from mountains on the northern edge
of the schist belt where pumpellyite–actinolite and pre-
hnite–pumpellyite facies rocks occur. This greywacke-
rich debris now forms >60% of gravel in much of the
modern river bed. However, all of the greywacke clasts
have been stripped out of the upper reaches after drai-
nage reversal. Minor evidence for southwards-trans-
ported material from the northern edge of the schist
belt is preserved in Pleistocene gravel close to the pre-
sent drainage divide between Taieri and Clutha
catchments.

Further evidence for the major drainage reversal
event is provided by freshwater fish biodiversity and
genetics. The upper Taieri River hosts a widespread
species, Galaxias depressiceps. A close relative of this
species, G. ‘teviot’, occurs immediately across what is
now the drainage divide between upper Taieri and
Clutha Rivers, along the course of the Pliocene drai-
nage that has been inferred by the distribution of gravel
clasts derived from the greywacke mountains to the
north. Genetic divergence between these species sup-
ports a late Pleistocene separation of populations by
river capture and drainage reversal. In addition, growth
of the Rough Ridge antiformal fold complex in the
middle Pleistocene has contributed to isolation of
G. depressiceps from another Clutha River species, G.
‘sp D’. Tectonic and erosional events have also caused
localised river captures in the middle reaches of the
Taieri catchment in the late Pleistocene, resulting in
minor reconfiguration of the catchment boundary.
One such capture may have facilitated migration of
G. depressiceps into the neighbouring Shag River catch-
ment in the latest Pleistocene (c. 20 ka).

The Taieri River drains similar gold-bearing base-
ment rocks and overlying auriferous sediments to the
Clutha River, but the Taieri catchment has had only
minor placer gold production compared to the large
placer gold resources of the Clutha catchment. Part
of the reason for this difference lies in the lack of suit-
able gravel-rich basins along the course of the Taieri
River, in which repeated recycling events can concen-
trate gold. In addition, considerable quantities of placer
gold in what is now the upper Taieri catchment may
have been swept into the Clutha River in the early
stages of Pleistocene tectonic uplift before the major
drainage reversal event.
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